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ABSTRACT: Indo-West Pacific coral reef fishes form speciose ecological communities. A biogeographically meaningful interpretation of diversity patterns in this region requires accurate inventories of species. Previous studies have suggested that biogeographic scenarios for Indo-West
Pacific coral reef fishes are compromised by an unacknowledged yet substantial amount of cryptic
diversity. DNA barcoding, the use of a mitochondrial gene as an internal species tag for species
identification, has opened new perspectives on global biodiversity. The present study, based on
the largest DNA barcode reference library produced to date for Indo-West Pacific coral reef fishes,
sheds new light on the extent of cryptic diversity and its evolutionary origin. We analyzed 3174
DNA barcodes for 805 species of coral reef fishes sampled at 3 different locations across the IndoWest Pacific (including 538 new DNA barcodes for 270 species sampled from New Caledonia).
Among the 183 species with Indo-West Pacific distribution and multiple specimens analyzed, 78
(42.6%) were represented by 2 or more monophyletic lineages alternatively sorted between the
sampling sites in the Indian and Pacific oceans and another 73 (40%) showed evidence of phylogeographic structure. Spatial analyses pointed to a detectable impact of geographic isolation on
the emergence of cryptic diversity. The significant correlation of several life history traits to the
maximum intraspecific genetic distances suggests that genetic divergence among geographically
isolated cryptic lineages accumulated though mutation and genetic drift.
KEY WORDS: Biogeography · Biodiversity · Evolution · Vicariance

INTRODUCTION
Because species are the fundamental components
of ecosystems, delineating species is a mandatory
step in the study of their ecological and evolutionary
*Corresponding author: nicolas.hubert@ird.fr

dynamics (Hubbell 2001, Ricklefs 2003, McPeek
2008, Brodersen & Seehausen 2014). Whatever the
spatial scale under study, species are hypotheses
(Hubert & Hanner 2015, Pante et al. 2015), and the
accuracy of these hypotheses directly impacts our
© The authors 2017. Open Access under Creative Commons by
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ability to infer eco-evolutionary processes from species distributions and abundances (Smith et al. 2007,
2008, Hubert et al. 2012, Tornabene et al. 2015). The
increased use of molecular approaches for species
delineation and identification, associated with the
development of the international Barcode of Life project, has highlighted biases in our perception of species richness (Hebert et al. 2004, Smith et al. 2007,
2008, Hubert et al. 2012). DNA barcoding, the use of
a single mitochondrial gene as a universal internal
species tag for species identification, has opened up
new perspectives in the inventory of Earth’s biotas by
streamlining the taxonomic workflow (Monaghan et
al. 2009, Butcher et al. 2012, Tänzler et al. 2012,
Riedel et al. 2013). The benefit of using standardized
molecular approaches such as DNA barcoding for
large-scale species inventories is particularly evident
for speciose tropical biotas, where unexpectedly high
levels of cryptic diversity have been abundantly
documented (Hebert et al. 2004, Janzen et al. 2005,
Smith et al. 2007, 2008, Hubert et al. 2012, Mat Jaafar
et al. 2012, Kadarusman et al. 2012, Durand et al.
2017) and where large numbers of putative species
have been concomitantly described through a fast
standardized approach involving DNA barcoding
(Butcher et al. 2012, Riedel et al. 2013).
Coral reefs represent an example of highly diverse
and complex ecosystems where the use of molecular
species identifications has opened new perspectives
in evolutionary and ecological dynamics (Meyer &
Paulay 2005, Barber & Boyce 2006, Bucklin et al. 2011,
Plaisance et al. 2011, Hubert et al. 2012, 2015, Mat
Jaafar et al. 2012, Ko et al. 2013, Leray et al. 2013,
Tornabene et al. 2015). Teleost fishes constitute the
most diverse group of vertebrates in coral reefs, and
recent studies have uncovered high levels of cryptic
diversity at various spatial scales in Indo-West Pacific
reef fishes, ranging from regional (i.e. ocean basin) to
local (i.e. island) scales (Hubert et al. 2012, Winterbottom et al. 2014, Tornabene et al. 2015, Victor 2015).
Unacknowledged cryptic diversity in Indo-West Pacific
reef fish communities hampers our understanding of
diversity patterns (Leprieur et al. 2012, Kulbicki et al.
2013, Mouillot et al. 2013, Pellissier et al. 2014) and
their origin (McCafferty et al. 2002, Kuriiwa et al.
2007, Drew & Barber 2009, Leray et al. 2010, Winters
et al. 2010, Gaither et al. 2011, Borsa et al. 2013, Sims
et al. 2014, Durand & Borsa 2015, Randall & Victor
2015, Tornabene et al. 2015). A broad assessment of
the factors promoting cryptic diversity in coral reef
ecosystems is timely, because the exploration of diversity patterns in the Indo-West Pacific is an increasingly
debated topic (Jokiel & Martinelli 1992, Briggs 1999,

2000, 2003, Halas & Winterbottom 2009, Hubert et al.
2012, Gaither & Rocha 2013, Tornabene et al. 2015).
The conservation of coral reefs also requires up-todate checklists of species whose accuracy depends on
the approach involved in species delineation (Hubert
et al. 2012, Winterbottom et al. 2014, Pante et al. 2015,
Tornabene et al. 2015, Victor 2015).
Here we present a large-scale DNA barcoding
study of coral reef fishes at 3 sites in the Indian and
Pacific oceans to explore the influence of geographic
isolation and life history traits (LHTs) on the emergence of cryptic diversity and to identify the factors
that promote cryptic diversity in Indo-West Pacific
coral reef fishes. Based on a DNA barcode reference
library of 2276 sequences belonging to 668 species,
Hubert et al. (2012) observed that cryptic diversity
was characteristic of nearly half of the species with
Indo-West Pacific geographic range. Cryptic lineages
were genetically distant from their nearest neighbor
by 1 to 12% nucleotide distance, which is substantially higher than the average values of maximum genetic distances reported for marine fish species (Ward
et al. 2005, Victor et al. 2015). In the present study, we
produced a new DNA barcode dataset from New
Caledonia (NC) and added it to Hubert et al.’s (2012)
revised dataset from the western Indian Ocean (WIO)
and French Polynesia (FP). We analyzed 3174 DNA
barcodes from 805 species of coral reef fishes to reexamine the extent of cryptic diversity within species
with Indo-West Pacific or pan-Pacific distributions
and to address the following questions: (1) Is geographic isolation a factor promoting the emergence of
cryptic diversity? (2) Are LHTs related to generation
time and dispersal ability related to the genetic distance among cryptic lineages?

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Building a DNA barcode reference library for
Indo-West Pacific coral reef fishes
Large-scale DNA barcode surveys have been conducted on marine fishes in the Indian and Pacific
oceans in the last decade (Hubert et al. 2010, 2011,
2012, 2015). The corresponding DNA barcode reference libraries are publicly available through the
Barcode of Life Data System (BOLD; Ratnasingham
& Hebert 2007). BOLD is an online repository dedicated to DNA barcode data. It features a workbench
that enables the assembly and curation of DNA barcode reference libraries. In particular, BOLD allows
users to tag and annotate specimen records and as-
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sociated metadata, once these have been released
publicly. This promotes open-access updates on specimen identification (e.g. changes in nomenclature,
corrections of misidentifications), thus leading to continuous improvements of the taxonomic accuracy of
DNA barcode records. Since the publication of the
first DNA barcode reference libraries for Indo-West
Pacific reef fishes (Hubert et al. 2010, 2011, 2012,
2015), several records have been tagged as misidentified or pending taxonomic updates in the BOLD projects IPCOM and SBF in the WIO, including Madagascar and Reunion (WIO), and MBFA, MBFC, FPFL
and FPFLB in FP in the south central Pacific. Since the
data produced by the foregoing projects have been
made available in BOLD, 294 records from 71 species
have been updated after re-examination of the voucher
specimens or coloration patterns from their photographs. Among these, 196 updates (41 species) were
nomenclatural, i.e. species resurrection, new species
description, or assignment to a different genus; 10 updates (2 species) were new identifications; 81 updates
(27 species) were corrections of misidentifications;
and 7 updates (2 species) consisted of flagging lowquality sequences, hence excluding them from the
BOLD search engine (Table S1 in the Supplement at
www.int-res.com/articles/suppl/m583p179_supp.xls).
As a result, 2636 records identified to species level
(688 species, 284 genera) were analyzed.
In 2010, a new campaign named RESICOD targeted reef fishes in NC (Coral Sea, southwestern
Pacific), with the aim to produce a DNA barcode reference library. During the RESICOD campaign, 609
specimens were referenced and ancillary information including sampling details, geographic coordinates and specimen photographs was deposited in
BOLD. The specimens were collected from 5 to 7
December 2010 from a reef site in Baie Sainte-Marie
(22° 19’ S, 166° 28’ E) in the southwestern lagoon of
NC on the flat, crest, and external slope of the reef
barrier near Dumbea Pass (22° 20’ S, 166° 14’ E), at
depths ranging from ca. 1 to ca. 10 m. Specimens
were caught using powdered derris root (containing
about 7 to 8% rotenone) released within underwater
quadrats each measuring about 20 × 20 m. All specimens were preserved in formalin, with a tissue subsample (i.e. fin clip or muscle biopsy) simultaneously
preserved in ethanol for subsequent DNA sequencing. Specimens were deposited as vouchers at the
ichthyological collections of the Muséum national
d’histoire naturelle (MNHN), Paris, under registration
nos. MNHN 2010-1074 to MNHN 2010-1822. Identifications were based on morphological criteria (color,
meristic counts and proportional measurements)
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given in recent monographs including Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)
identification guides for fishery purposes (FAO,
Rome; www.fao.org/) as well as regional identification guides (Randall et al. 1997, Myers 1999, Laboute
& Grandperrin 2000, Randall 2005) and numerous
individual papers in the recent scientific literature.

Sequencing DNA barcodes
Genomic DNA was extracted by an EPmotion 5075
extraction robot (Eppendorf AG) with the MachereyNagel 96 Tissue extraction kit following the manufacturer’s instructions. A 650 bp segment from the 5
region of the cytochrome oxidase I gene was amplified using the primer pairs TelF1 (5’-TCG ACT AAT
CAY AAA GAY ATY GGC AC-3’)/TelR1 (5’-ACT
TCT GGG TGN CCA AAR AAT CAR AA-3’) (Dettai
et al. 2011) or TelF1/FishR1 (5’-TAG ACT TCT GGG
TGG CCA AAG AAT CA-3’) (Ward et al. 2005). PCR
amplifications used 5% volume DMSO, 5 mg bovine
serum albumin, 250 mM of each dNTP, 0.25 mM Taq
DNA polymerase (Qiagen), 2 µl of the corresponding
10X buffer, 1.5 pM of each of the 2 primers and
molecular biology grade water to a volume of 20 µl,
with 3 µl of DNA extract. Amplification was achieved
following heating at 94°C (5 min); 45 cycles of 94°C
(30 s), 50°C (30 s) and 72°C (45 s); followed by a final
extension at 72°C (3 min). The PCR products were
purified and their nucleotide sequences determined
using the method of Sanger at the Genoscope platform (Evry, France; www.genoscope.cns.fr/) using
the same primers. Both strands were sequenced
and checked against their chromatogram using
Sequencher 4.8 (Gene Codes). All sequences were
deposited in GenBank (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/).
Accession numbers for the barcodes, specimen and
collection data, sequences, trace files and primer
details are available in the RESIC project file under
the general container ‘Barcoding Fish (FishBOL)’ in
BOLD (www.barcodinglife.org). The collection data
are available in Table S2 in the Supplement.

Spatial analyses of genetic divergence
Sequence divergence was estimated according to
the Kimura 2-parameter (K2P) model of nucleotide
substitution. The midpoint-rooted neighbor-joining
(NJ) tree of K2P distances was built to provide a
graphic representation of species divergence using
the Sequence Analysis module of BOLD (Table S3
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in the Supplement). Distributions of the average and
maximum intraspecific K2P distances were first compared to the distribution of the K2P distances to the
nearest neighbor. This step enabled us to detect a
potential barcoding gap (i.e. the lack of overlap
between the distribution of the maximum intraspecific divergences and the distribution of the distances
to the nearest neighbor; Meyer & Paulay 2005). The
distributions of the mean and maximum intraspecific
K2P distances were estimated at each site (WIO, NC,
FP) using class intervals of 1% width. The 6 distributions obtained were further compared, and the null
hypothesis of independence between class intervals
of genetic divergence and sites was tested using
Fisher’s exact test as implemented in the R Stats v.
3.1.2 package (R Core Team 2014).
Then, we examined the distribution of pairwise
K2P distances at several spatial scales, ranging from
sites (i.e. local) to several schemes of aggregated
sites (i.e. regional), to assess the influence of geographic isolation and population fragmentation. Considering that isolated populations with limited or no
gene flow will tend to accumulate genetic divergence through mutation and genetic drift, the distribution of intraspecific K2P distances is expected to
be skewed toward higher values if aggregating sites
are separated by larger geographic distances (Bergsten et al. 2012). To test this assumption, we aggregated sequences from 2 different sites (i.e. addressing the regional scale) and estimated the distribution
of both mean and maximum intraspecific K2P distances for the species sampled at both sites. These
distributions were compared to the distributions of
the same distances estimated within a single site.
Considering that intraspecific K2P distances were
estimated based on limited sample sizes at the local
scale (i.e. an average of 2 to 5 individuals per species
per site), the distributions of the K2P distances within
sites were established based on the maximum value
from the 2 sites aggregated (e.g. maximum K2P
distance of WIO and NC when comparing with
WIO+NC). We compared the distributions of the
mean and maximum intraspecific K2P distances at
the regional scale (i.e. for WIO+NC and FP+NC) with
the distributions of the highest mean and maximum
intraspecific K2P distances at the local scale (i.e. WIO
or NC, and FP or NC, respectively). The null hypothesis that the individual ranking is equivalent between the 2 distributions was tested with the nonparametric Wilcoxon signed rank test (T-test) for
matched samples, as implemented in the R Stats v.
3.1.2 package (R Core Team 2014). Although the distributions of the maximum and mean intraspecific

K2P distances were obtained using class intervals of
1% width of genetic distance, exact K2P distance
values were used for the t-test.

LHTs and genetic divergence
The accumulation of genetic divergence among
populations results from the balancing effects of
mutation, natural selection, genetic drift and gene
flow, the latter two being influenced by several LHTs
such as generation time and dispersal (Kingman
1982, Hudson 1983, Kimura 1983, Tajima 1983). The
balance between gene flow and genetic drift at
neutral loci may be expected to vary according to the
LHTs that are potentially associated with higher dispersal ability such as a long pelagic larval duration
(PLD) and a large geographic range size (GRS). In a
set of connected populations, population divergence
may be positively correlated with geographic distance as expected under the isolation-by-distance
model of population genetics. The slope of the relationship, however, depends on neighborhood size,
itself linked to dispersal ability, and pace of genetic
drift (i.e. generation time) (Rousset 1997). Alternatively, isolated populations are expected to accumulate divergence at a rate determined by the pace of
genetic drift, itself determined by generation time
and effective population size. We tested the null
hypothesis that populations are geographically connected by examining the relationship between the
LHTs related to dispersal and generation time and
genetic distance among cryptic lineages. A negative
correlation between dispersal and genetic divergence would support an isolation-by-distance model.
By contrast, a negative correlation between generation time and genetic divergence would support a
model of physical isolation without gene flow. Maximum age may be considered as a surrogate of generation time; however, this information is documented
for only a handful of species (Froese & Pauly 2016). In
this context, maximum standard length (SL) was
used as a proxy of generation time by assuming that
small species have generally shorter generation
times than larger species on a broad taxonomic scale
(Martin & Palumbi 1993, April et al. 2013).
Maximum intraspecific K2P distance, SL, PLD and
GRS were compiled for the species distributed in
more than a single location. SL, PLD and GRS were
linearized after log transformation. The null hypothesis of no correlation between maximum intraspecific
K2P distance and SL, PLD or GRS was tested using
Pearson’s R test as implemented in the R Stats v. 3.1.2
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package (R Core Team 2014). GRS
was estimated based on species occurrences across an Indo-Pacific 5° ×
5° grid from Parravicini et al. (2014)
and expressed in terms of the number
of cells in which a species occurs. SL
data were collected from FishBase
(Froese & Pauly 2016), and PLD data
were obtained from Luiz et al. (2013).

RESULTS
DNA barcoding gap, species
identification and cryptic diversity
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Table 1. Summary of Kimura 2-parameter (K2P) distances for increasing
taxonomic levels. Data are from 3174 sequences from 805 Indo-West Pacific
coral reef fish species (see Fig. A1 in the Appendix). Intraspecific K2P
distances were based on the 604 species with N > 1. NC: New Caledonia;
FP: French Polynesia: WIO: western Indian Ocean
n

Intraspecific
WIO
NC
FP
WIO+NC
FP+NC
WIO+NC+FP

1092
436
1332
1566
1828
2977

No. of
No. of
taxa comparisons

K2P distance (%)
Min.
Mean
Max.

275
140
353
374
450
609

2041
559
3853
3384
5324
10115

0
0
0
0
0
0

0.44
0.39
0.35
1.08
0.59
1.12

20.02
19.09
23.36
21.09
24.35
24.35

Among species within genus
WIO
973
83
NC
386
53
FP
1021
85
WIO+NC
1475
106
FP+NC
1538
111
WIO+NC+FP
2685
138

8062
1647
10635
16403
19192
49903

0.31
5.32
0.62
0
0
0

14.97
15.8
13.53
14.97
14.2
14.4

27.13
29.84
28.39
29.84
29.84
31.57

We failed to amplify 70 specimens,
that is, 11.5% of the 609 specimens
from the RESICOD campaign in NC.
Thus, among the 609 reef fish specimens from NC, a full-length PCR
Among genera within family
WIO
1102
28
44633
5.79
20.23
30.2
product (652 bp) was obtained for
NC
493
25
7480
2.04
20.47
30.52
538 individuals of 270 species from
FP
1317
34
38619
4.82
20.72
31.91
138 genera and 86 families. No
WIO+NC
1618
31
87367
1.88
20.29
31.05
insertion/deletion or stop codon was
FP+NC
1846
38
78931
2.04
20.65
31.91
found, as expected in a functional
WIO+NC+FP
3001
45
233662
1.87
20.43
33.1
protein-coding sequence. To this
DNA barcode dataset from NC, we
added the previously released sequences from the set of 2636 specimens identified to
the distance to the nearest neighbor (Fig. 1), and no
the species level from the projects IPCOM, SBF,
barcoding gap was observed. DNA barcodes did not
MBFA, MBFC, FPFL and FPFLB (central Pacific).
reflect species boundaries in 6 species pairs, where
This yielded 3174 sequences from Indo-West Pacific
sequences were mixed into a single cluster. These
coral reef fishes. These were assigned to 805 species
were Abudefduf sexfasciatus (N = 7 individuals) and
under the current nomenclature (Table S2 in the
A. vaigiensis (N = 2), Chaetodon guttatissimus (N = 6)
Supplement). The K2P-NJ tree derived from the anaand C. pelewensis (N = 5), C. kleinii (N = 6) and C.
lysis of the complete sequence dataset is available
trichrous (N = 3), C. interruptus (N = 3) and C. unias Appendix Fig. A1. Overall, sequences from 1196
maculatus (N = 3), Cephalopholis nigripinnis (N = 5)
individuals belonging to 378 species from the WIO,
and C. urodeta (N = 3), and Arothron meleagris (N =
1440 individuals belonging to 461 species from FP
5) and A. nigropunctatus (N = 1). These cases repreand 538 individuals belonging to 270 species from
sented only 1% of the 590 species sampled and
NC were included.
sequenced for more than 1 individual. This estimate
A steady increase in genetic variation with increasdid not take into account the 206 species that were
ing taxonomic level was observed (Table 1). Genetic
represented by only 1 individual; these may contain
divergence among congeneric species was on averadditional cases of mixed DNA barcode clusters.
age 13 times higher than among conspecific indiCases of shared haplotypes between species were
viduals. Intraspecific divergence, however, showed
only observed at the regional level. Minimum disconsiderable heterogeneity, ranging from 0 to 24.35%
tances of zero between congeneric species were
with a mean of 1.12%, a value 3 times higher than
only observed when pooling WIO+NC, NC+FP or
previously reported for fishes (Ward et al. 2005, 2008,
WIO+NC+FP. By contrast, minimum distances beApril et al. 2011, Pereira et al. 2013). The distributween congeneric species ranged from 0.31 to 5.32
tions of mean intraspecific and maximum intraspewhen WIO or NC or FP sites were considered indicific distances largely overlapped the distribution of
vidually (Table 1).
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Among the 217 species with IndoWest
Pacific distribution, 185 were
Mean intraspecific
represented
by a sample of >1 indiMaximum intraspecific
vidual
at
each
of the 3 sampling
Distance
to
NN
60
sites. These species followed one of
3 patterns (Fig. 3, Table S3 in the
Supplement). The first, which con40
cerned 93 species, was a lack of spatial
structure between populations from
the WIO and populations from FP and
NC (Fig. 4, Table S3), including 20 that
20
had shared haplotypes (Fig. 4: pattern
I.1) and 73 without shared haplotypes
(Fig. 4: pattern I.2). The second pat0
tern, found in 78 species, was that of
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 >20
substantial genetic difference (i.e.
K2P distance (%)
cryptic diversity) between populations
Fig. 1. Summary of the distribution of Kimura 2-parameter (K2P) distances to the
from the WIO and populations from
nearest neighbor (NN), and mean and maximum intraspecific K2P distances
FP and NC (Table S4 in the Supplement). This included 64 species disInfluence of geography and LHT on
playing reciprocal monophyly between oceans (Fig. 4:
population divergence
pattern II.1) and 14 that showed spatial paraphyly
(Fig. 4: pattern II.2). The third pattern concerned 12
We inspected the distributions of intraspecific K2P
species harboring several deeply diverging lineages
distance (both mean and maximum) at various spatial
and which were either polyphyletic or paraphyletic
scales (Table 1, Fig. 2). The distributions of the intrafrom a taxonomic perspective (Fig. 4: pattern III).
specific K2P distances in the WIO, NC and FP exhibWe restricted the comparisons between maximum
ited similar trends (Fig. 2a). The independence of
intraspecific K2P distances and LHTs to the species
class interval of genetic divergence and sites was not
that showed clear patterns of allopatric divergence
rejected by Fisher’s exact test for mean distances
(Fig. 4: pattern II.1). Considering that taxonomic
(WIO vs. NC: p = 0.364; WIO vs. FP: p = 0. 866, FP vs.
uncertainties and introgressive hybridization cannot
NC: p = 0.669) and maximum distances (WIO vs. NC:
be discarded for the polyphyletic and paraphyletic
p = 0.352, WIO vs. FP: p = 0.10, FP vs. NC: p = 0.356).
species belonging to pattern III, we excluded these
By contrast, the null hypothesis that the individual
species from the analysis of the relationship between
ranking of intraspecific K2P distances is equivalent
K2P distances and LHT to avoid a bias toward overbetween WIO or NC (Fig. 2a) and in the Indo-West
estimating maximum intraspecific K2P distances.
Pacific (WIO+NC; Fig. 2b) was rejected (WIO or NC
The maximum intraspecific K2P distance of the widevs. WIO+NC; Wilcoxon signed rank test; p < 0.001 for
spread species that showed reciprocal monophyly
both mean and maximum intraspecific distance).
between WIO and Pacific Ocean sites (Fig. 4: pattern
Comparisons within the Pacific Ocean provided more
II.1) was significantly correlated to SL (r = −0.392; p =
contrasted results. The null hypothesis that the indi0.001) and GRS (r = −0.272; p = 0.027) but not signifividual ranking of mean intraspecific K2P distances is
cantly correlated to PLD (r = −0.039; p = 0.772).
equivalent between FP or NC (Fig. 2a) and FP+NC
(Fig. 2c) was not rejected (FP or NC vs. FP+NC: p =
0.1633). By contrast, the null hypothesis of equivalent
DISCUSSION
distribution of the maximum intraspecific distance
between FP or NC and FP+NC was rejected (FP or
DNA barcoding, species identification and
NC vs. NC+FP: p < 0.0001). The distributions of intracryptic diversity
specific K2P distances were skewed toward higher
values when different sites were included (WIO+NC
Our study confirmed the potential of DNA baror NC+FP; Fig. 2b,c) and tended to overlap more with
codes for automated species identification in Indothe distribution of the K2P distances to the nearest
West Pacific coral reef fishes and illustrates the
neighbor (Fig. 2d,e).
benefits of using a mitochondrial DNA barcode, such
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Fig. 2. Distributions of mean Kimura 2-parameter (K2P) distance, maximum K2P distance and K2P distance to the nearest
neighbor (NN), within and among sites. (a) Sampling locations for the 3 DNA barcoding campaigns referred to in the present
study, i.e. western Indian Ocean (WIO), New Caledonia (NC) and French Polynesia (FP), with respective distributions of intraspecific K2P distances (white indicates mean; grey indicates maximum). (b) Distributions of the maximum intraspecific K2P
distances within WIO or NC (white) and for the pooled DNA barcode libraries from WIO and NC based on shared species only
(grey). (c) Distributions of the maximum intraspecific K2P distances within FP or NC (white) and for the pooled DNA barcode
libraries from NC and FP based on shared species only (grey). (d) Distribution of the K2P distances to NN in the pooled DNA
barcode libraries of WIO and NC. (e) Distribution of the K2P distances to NN in the pooled DNA barcode libraries of NC and FP

as a high number of copies and higher rate of genetic
drift and mutation compared to nuclear genes, and
the ease of sequencing thanks to the availability of
universal primers for fishes. Among the 590 species
represented by more than a single individual, 580
(98%) were characterized by a monophyletic cluster

of DNA barcodes (i.e. 1 or more lineages that are
monophyletic and do not include any individuals of
another species). DNA barcodes failed to reflect
species boundaries for only 12 species (2% of 590).
Nearly 99% of the successfully sequenced specimens
in the complete dataset were reliably assigned to the
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Fig. 3. Major phylogeographic patterns observed among the 208 coral reef fish species with Indo-West Pacific range distribution and represented by at least 1 individual in each sample from the western Indian Ocean (WIO) (white), New Caledonia
(NC) (grey) and French Polynesia (FP) (black). (a) Pattern I, where species are not spatially structured. From left to right:
Kimura 2-parameter neighbor-joining (K2P-NJ) trees of Sargocentron tiere, Uropterygius fuscoguttatus and Chromis viridis.
(b) Pattern II, where species display several allopatric mitochondrial lineages. From left to right: K2P-NJ trees of Brotula multibarbata, Oxymonacanthus longisrostris (here presented with nearest neighbor Pervagor spp.), Pomacentrus pavo, Neoniphon
samara, Parupeneus barberinus and Asterropteryx semipunctata. (c) Pattern III, where species are either polyphyletic or paraphyletic and include mitochondrial lineage(s) of another species. From left to right: K2P-NJ trees of Plectroglyphidodon lacrymatus + P. pelicieri, Labroides bicolor + L. dimidiatus and Pterois antennata + P. radiata (nearest neighbor Dendrochirus zebra)

phyletic. Only half of the species did not display distinct DNA barcode clusters between the Indian and
the western Pacific sites. Of the latter, we found evidence of haplotype sharing in only 20 (21.5%), suggesting that the remaining 73 species (78.5%) exhibit
haplotypes that are restricted to a single site, that is,
phylogeographic structure without reciprocal monophyly. This result, however, is balanced by the small
sample size per species in the present study and calls
for a thorough assessment at larger spatial scales. If
confirmed, this result may suggest that the high levels
of cryptic diversity detected here are underestimated,
as the more recently isolated lineages are likely to go
undetected because of a lack of phylogenetic structure
between oceans due to the persistence of shared ancestral polymorphism at the mitochondrial genome.
As to the 12 species with several lineages that exhibited either paraphyletic or polyphyletic
100
relationships, several cases may require
III
morphological re-examination, as well
II.2 as genetic analysis based on additional
II.1 nuclear markers. These cases likely corI.2
respond to closely related lineages with
I.1
conserved morphology and coloration
50
patterns. These cases included Myripristis spp., Sargocentron spp., Labroides
dimidiatus (Drew et al. 2008, Sims et al.
2014), Pterois antennata, Kaupichthys
diodontus and Dinematichthys iluocoeteoides. Introgressive hybridization
0
cannot be discarded as a potential ex0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 >12
planation for the polyphyly and unCoalescent depth (K2P distance)
expectedly high intraspecific genetic
Fig. 4. Distribution of the relative frequencies of the phylogeographic patterns distances observed in these species.

Frequency (%)

species level, as their DNA barcodes were nested
within a monophyletic lineage encompassing a single nominal species. The present study is in agreement with previous large-scale studies in fishes that
have shown a tight match between species identifications based on morphological characters and the
boundaries of DNA barcode clusters (Ward et al.
2005, 2008, 2009, Hubert et al. 2008, 2011, 2012,
April et al. 2011, Pereira et al. 2013).
The present study confirmed the occurrence of a
substantial number of deeply divergent lineages among
the 217 species with Indo-West Pacific distribution.
Forty percent of the 185 species represented by >1
specimen per ocean consisted of at least 2 distinct mitochondrial lineages, one from the WIO and the
other(s) from the western Pacific. In addition, nearly
10% of those 185 species were paraphyletic or poly-

according to maximum intraspecific Kimura 2-parameter (K2P) distance
(Table S3 in the Supplement at www.int-res.com/articles/suppl/m583p179_
supp.xls). Pattern I.1, no phylogeographic structure among western Indian
Ocean (WIO), New Caledonia (NC) and French Polynesia (FP) populations
with haplotype sharing; pattern I.2, no phylogeographic structure among
WIO, NC and FP populations without haplotype sharing; pattern II.1, detection of cryptic lineages alternatively sorted between the Indian and Pacific
oceans (i.e. reciprocal monophyly of oceanic lineages); pattern II.2, detection
of cryptic lineages alternatively sorted between the Indian and Pacific oceans
but displaying geographic paraphyly (i.e. more than 2 lineages); pattern III,
species are either paraphyletic or polyphyletic

Geographic isolation and population
fragmentation
The differences between the localscale and regional-scale distributions
of intraspecific K2P distances suggest
that the evolutionary history of the spe-
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cies with Indo-Pacific or pan-Pacific distribution has
been predominantly affected by geographic isolation, a result previously suggested by recent phylogenetic and biogeographic studies (Hubert et al.
2011, Quenouille et al. 2011, Pellissier et al. 2014,
Bender et al. 2017). For instance, genetic divergence
was higher between sites located in different oceans
than between sites within the western Pacific Ocean.
This result could be expected considering that 2
main, broadly concomitant processes are known to
have promoted the isolation of the Indian and western Pacific oceans since the late Miocene. First, the
mosaic of large islands and orogenic arches that constitute the Indo-Australian Archipelago have repeatedly merged during periods of low sea levels (Voris
2000, Hall 2012, 2013), creating physical barriers
between the Indian and Pacific oceans (the IndoPacific Barrier [Gaither et al. 2011, Gaither & Rocha
2013]). Second, coral reef refugia have been more
fragmented during the Pleistocene in the central
Indian Ocean than in the Pacific Ocean. This midIndian Ocean barrier has hampered connectivity
between the populations of the WIO and the eastern
Indian Ocean (Pellissier et al. 2014).
The differences observed between the distributions of intraspecific K2P distances at the local scale
(WIO, NC, FP) and those at the Indo-West Pacific
scale are consistent with repeated isolation of the
populations of the WIO caused by the Indo-Pacific
and mid-Indian Ocean barriers through the Pleistocene. The large genetic distances observed between
the cryptic lineages of the WIO and FP or NC suggest
that the geographic isolation of the WIO site is older
than that of the 2 sites sampled in the Pacific Ocean,
or at least had experienced less faunistic exchange
due to its geographic isolation. This hypothesis is also
supported by the higher number of allopatric cryptic
lineages observed between the WIO and the 2 sites
in the Pacific Ocean than between the 2 sites in the
Pacific Ocean. Considering that cryptic lineages generally consist of sibling lineages alternatively distributed in the WIO or FP and NC, our results are consistent with the hypothesis that cryptic diversity arose
through allopatric speciation. This hypothesis is further supported by the high number of new species, as
well as recently resurrected species in species pairs
with allopatric Indian and Pacific distributions (Randall 2005, Craig & Hastings 2007, Randall & Rocha
2009, Allen & Erdmann 2012, Randall & DiBattista
2013, Borsa et al. 2014, Uiblein & Gouws 2014, Allen
et al. 2015, Randall et al. 2015). The settlement of the
Indo-Pacific and mid-Indian Ocean barriers contributed to isolate WIO from the Pacific and the east-

ern Indian oceans. Considering the absence of sites
from the eastern Indian Ocean in our dataset, it is still
unclear which of these 2 barriers contributed most in
promoting the emergence of the cryptic lineages
observed in the WIO and to what extent these lineages are restricted to the WIO in the Indian Ocean. A
recent review of phylogeographic patterns in reef
organisms of the Indian Ocean has revealed that
WIO populations frequently display distinct phylogeographic groups compared to the eastern Indian
Ocean (Borsa et al. 2016). The authors also highlighted that phylogeographic groups in the eastern
Indian Ocean are frequently differentiated from
those observed in the western Pacific. Thus, these 2
major phylogeographic breaks associated with the
Indo-Pacific and mid-Indian Ocean barriers are
likely to have concomitantly isolated the WIO and
may account for the present pattern of cryptic diversity and genetic divergence.
Geographic isolation was also inferred between
the 2 locations in the Pacific Ocean because local and
regional distributions of maximum intraspecific distance were significantly different. The pattern of
genetic divergence, however, differed from the pattern observed when comparing WIO with FP and
NC. The distribution of mean intraspecific distances
showed no difference between NC or FP and NC+FP,
while the difference was significant between WIO
or NC and WIO+NC. This may result from a more
recent origin of the geographic isolation between NC
and FP, as also suggested by the smaller number of
species that exhibit cryptic lineages with alternative
distribution ranges. Alternatively, dispersal may have
contributed to maintain higher cohesion of the
species pools in NC and FP than in WIO and Pacific
Ocean sites owing to geographic proximity. Geographic isolation within the Pacific Ocean, however,
may have promoted the emergence of cryptic diversity through allopatric speciation. The present findings strongly contrast with a recent review of reef
fish DNA barcoding from the Caribbean (Victor et al.
2015). In Caribbean reef fishes, the smaller percentage of species exhibiting cryptic lineages is related to
a much higher connectivity between the Caribbean
islands and smaller spatial scales than those considered here for the Indian and Pacific oceans.

LHT and the dynamics of genetic divergence
among populations
Additional clues about the ecological determinants
of allopatric divergence were provided by the analy-
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sis of the correlations between genetic divergence
among cryptic lineages and LHT. Of the 3 LHTs
examined here (i.e. SL, PLD, GRS), the one related to
population connectivity (PLD) was not correlated
with maximum intraspecific K2P distance in the species harboring 2 major mitochondrial lineages alternatively distributed in the western Indian vs. Pacific
Ocean (pattern II.1). These results are consistent with
the predominant impact of geographic isolation at
large spatial scale, either western vs. eastern Indian
Ocean or Indian vs. Pacific Ocean, where ecological
connectivity has little impact (Mouillot et al. 2013).
This result also suggests that PLD per se is not sufficient to explain connectivity patterns, as reported
previously by authors who failed to detect any consistent relationship between PLD and population
genetic structure (Bay et al. 2006, Riginos et al. 2011).
Riginos et al. (2011) examined the population structure of dozens of benthic marine fish species for
which they reported a preponderant impact of geographic isolation over dispersal ability. The lack of
relationship between PLD and maximum intraspecific distance suggests that the impact of PLD on evolutionary dynamics is likely to depend on spatial scale
and result from intricate interactions with other LHTs
that may be predominant at larger spatial scales.
Population divergence occurs at a larger spatial scale
than the one involved in the ecological dynamics ruling connectivity, a trend that has been suggested in
recent theoretical studies that failed to link population size and connectivity with rates of species diversification (Melián et al. 2010, Davies et al. 2011). The
significant and negative correlation between GRS
and maximum interspecific distance suggests, however, that a relationship of some sort exists between
species’ range and genetic divergence. This relationship might be a consequence of the influence of time
on both GRS and population genetic divergence. A
recent study reported that ancestral persistence in
peripheral areas tends to produce old species with
restricted range distribution at the margin of the
Indian and Pacific oceans (Hodge & Bellwood 2015).
This trend may be expected to contribute to a negative correlation between GRS and species age.
By contrast, a highly significant and negative correlation was detected between maximum intraspecific K2P distance and SL, meaning that larger species
generally exhibit lower genetic divergence between
cryptic lineages than smaller species. Body size is
correlated with generation time (Martin & Palumbi
1993, Mooers & Harvey 1994, Smith & Donoghue
2008, April et al. 2013) and population size (Damuth
1981, Marquet et al. 1995), 2 factors that tightly inter-
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act with mutations to drive genetic drift (Kimura
1983) and result in varying substitution rates (Kingman 1982, Hudson 1983, Tajima 1983). The fact that
the genetic divergence that accumulated among
cryptic lineages in allopatry is negatively correlated
with body size suggests that varying generation
times and/or varying effective population sizes led to
varying substitution rates. Disentangling the effect
of generation time and effective population size requires genomic data beyond the scope of the present
study; however, recent studies evidenced that effective population size has little influence on mitochondrial genetic diversity, including coral reef fishes
(Bazin et al. 2006, Delrieu-Trottin et al. 2014). Alternatively, a relationship between species age and
genetic divergence between cryptic lineages may
account for this correlation. While old species may be
expected to have more time to accumulate divergence among cryptic lineages than young species,
there is no evidence in recent phylogenetic studies
that body size and species age are correlated in reef
fishes, as the distribution of species age largely overlaps among families with varying body size (Pellissier
et al. 2014).

CONCLUSIONS
The DNA barcode reference library presented here
constitutes the largest library assembled to date for
Indo-West Pacific coral reef fishes, making it a useful reference for future studies. Present results have
direct implications for the understanding of the evolutionary dynamics at play in coral reef fishes, particularly in a context of divergent interpretations about
the origin of biodiversity patterns (Mora et al. 2003,
Hubert et al. 2012, Gaither & Rocha 2013, Tornabene
et al. 2015). Our results show that a substantial proportion of species with widespread distribution actually include several lineages that are likely to have
originated through geographic isolation and diverged
through the combined effects of mutation and genetic
drift. This observation supports allopatric divergence
as a major evolutionary engine in Indo-West Pacific
coral reef fishes.
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Appendix

Fig. A1. Summary data of midpoint-rooted neighbor-joining tree of the 3174 DNA barcodes collected from the total of 805
species analyzed in this study. The tree is available at www.int-res.com/articles/suppl/m583p179_app.pdf
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